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ABSTRACT
This is the seventh Bulletin issued under a cooperative agreement
between the Institute of Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers and the
Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois. A
previous Bulletin contains a discussion of tests made in the I = B = R
Research Home during the winter of 1944-45, at which time type R
radiant baseboard was used in nearly all rooms of the house. Since
the publication of that Bulletin, additional tests have been made
using type RC radiant baseboard in the I =B = R Research Home
and in a prefabricated basementless house.
This Bulletin compares the performance characteristics of small-
tube radiators, type R radiant baseboard, and type RC radiant
baseboard as determined by tests in the Research Home. It also dis-
cusses the results obtained in the basementless house, and devotes
two chapters to special tests designed to show the effect of the length
of the operating cycle on system temperatures and room air tempera-
tures and the effects of opening bedroom windows at night and/or
operating with reduced thermostat setting at night on (a) fuel con-
sumption, (b) temperature balance between rooms, (c) night-time
temperature in bedrooms, (d) time required to restore normal house
temperature in the morning, and (e) boiler and radiator temperatures.
A summary of the results of the tests follows.
1. Both types of radiant baseboard produced smaller floor-to-
ceiling air temperature differences than did small-tube radiators.
Furthermore, the tests indicated that the more nearly the heating
units extended over the entire length of exposed wall, the warmer
were the floor temperatures produced.
2. No noticeable drafts across the floor were produced with any of
the types of radiation tested.
3. From the 60-in. level to the floor, the surface temperature of
all walls along which radiant baseboard was located was above the
air temperature, whereas this portion of the wall was below air
temperature when recessed small-tube radiators were used.
4. The radiant baseboards were clean in operation. Faint dirt
patterns were observed on some of the walls above the type RC
radiant baseboard after one year of operation; however, curtains
hanging at windows under which radiant baseboard was located were
as clean at the end of a heating season as similar curtains hanging at
windows under which there was no radiation. Neither were in need
of cleaning.
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5. No appreciable difference in fuel consumption could be attrib-
uted to the inherent characteristics of radiant baseboard.
6. The radiant baseboard is particularly adapted to maintaining
comfortable floor slab temperatures in basementless houses, as long,
low units of this type cover a large percentage of the length of the
exposed walls.
7. Room air temperature variations are affected by the length
of the operating cycle of the burner and circulator. From the stand-
point of uniform room air temperatures, short and frequent cycles of
operation are preferable to longer, less frequent cycles.
8. The hot-water heating systems used in these tests responded
quickly to sudden changes in load, thus maintaining constant room
air temperature even while the outdoor temperature was changing
rapidly.
9. After the warmup period, room-air temperature differentials
during the day were not affected by turning off bedroom radiators,
opening bedroom windows, or reducing the thermostat setting at night.
10. Operating with reduced thermostat setting and open bedroom
windows at night, the morning warmup time was much longer when
the bedroom radiators were turned off at night than when the bedroom
radiators were left on.
11. Reducing the thermostat setting at night, but leaving all
windows closed, resulted in a daily fuel savings of approximately
5 percent.
12. The daily fuel consumption obtained when bedroom windows
were open and the thermostat setting was reduced at night was the
same as that obtained when the windows were closed and the entire
house was maintained at 72 deg F at all times.
13. When bedroom windows were open at night, it made no dif-
ference in fuel consumption whether the bedroom radiators were
turned off at night or not.
14. When operating with open bedroom windows at night some
savings in fuel consumption could be obtained by adding weather-
strip to the bedroom doors and thus preventing the leakage of cold
air from the bedrooms into the other rooms of the house.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1. Preliminary Statement
This is the seventh Bulletin issued under a cooperative agree-
ment, formally approved January 2, 1940, between the Institute of
Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers and the University of Illinois.
By the terms of the agreement, the Institute is represented by an
Advisory Research Committee of five members, whose function is to
propose such problems for investigation as are of the greatest in-
terest to the manufacturers and installers of steam and hot-water
heating equipment. Of these problems, the Engineering Experiment
Station staff selects for study those which can best be investigated
with the facilities and equipment available at the University. The
Institute provides funds for defraying a major part of the expense
of this research work.
Bulletin 358 contains a discussion of tests during the winter of
1944-45 in the I = B = R Research Home'. The radiation used in the
living room, dining room, all three bedrooms, and the lavatory con-
sisted of units now designated as type R radiant baseboard. They
were made in the form of a hollow, cast-iron baseboard and were
installed along the outside walls of the rooms, replacing the con-
ventional wooden baseboard. The type R unit has a continuous front
extending from the floor to the top of the unit, so that room air
can circulate over one side only. As a result, it has a low heat output
per linear foot.
Another style of cast-iron radiant baseboard, with a higher heat
output rate per linear foot than the type R radiant baseboard, is
designated as type RC.
During the winter of 1946-47 tests conducted in the I = B = R
Research Home used type RC radiant baseboard in the living room,
dining room, kitchen, lavatory, and all three bedrooms, to determine
the comparative operating characteristics of type R and type RC
radiant baseboard. The type RC unit is similar to the type R except
that air openings along the top and bottom of each section permit
room air to circulate over the finned wall side of the heating unit
as well as over the front, thus increasing its output appreciably.
A two-pipe, reversed-return, gravity, hot-water heating system was
used in all tests on both types.
In addition to the tests in the Research Home, the performance
of type RC radiant baseboard was also observed in a prefabricated
"A Study of Radiant Baseboard Heating in the I=B=R Research Home," Univ. of Ill.
Eng. Exp. Sta. Bul. 358. 1945
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basementless house during the winter of 1947-48. In these tests a
series-loop, forced-circulation, hot-water heating system was used.
2. Acknowledgments
The results presented in this Bulletin were obtained in connection
with a cooperative investigation sponsored jointly by the Engineer-
ing Experiment Station of the University of Illinois and the Institute
of Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers. The investigation has been
carried on as a project of the Department of Mechanical Engineering.
Acknowledgment is hereby made to PROFESSOR N. A. PARKER, de-
partment head; to the various manufacturers who furnished materials
and equipment used in the investigation; and to the Small Homes
Council of the University of Illinois, through whose assistance the
Housing Division of the University agreed to erect one faculty
housing unit on a concrete slab and make it available for tests on
radiant baseboard. The Small Homes Council also assisted in the
preparation of the working drawings for the construction of the
floor slab and installation of the heating system, and in supervision
during time of erection.
3. Objects of Investigation
The tests in the Research Home were undertaken to determine
the operating characteristics of type RC cast-iron radiant base-
board when used in conjunction with a two-pipe, reversed-return,
gravity, hot-water system operated under actual use conditions, and
to compare these operating characteristics with those of type R
radiant baseboard and of small-tube radiators under similar condi-
tions of operation.
Supplemental tests were undertaken in the basementless house to
determine the operating characteristics of type RC radiant baseboard
when used in conjunction with a forced-circulation, hot-water sys-
tem operating as a series-loop installation, and especially the effect
exerted by this type of heating unit on floor slab temperatures.
A second phase of the program in the Research Home was
designed to evaluate the effects of opening bedroom windows at
night, and/or operating with reduced thermostat setting at night,
on such items as fuel consumption, temperature balance between
rooms, night-time temperatures in bedrooms, time required to re-
store normal house temperature in the morning, and boiler and
radiator temperatures.
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II. EQUIPMENT
4. I = B = R Research Home
The Research Home, shown in Fig. 1 and described in detail in
Engineering Experiment Station Bulletin 349, is a two-story building
typical of the small, well-built American home. The construction is
brick veneer on wood frame. All of the outside walls and the second-
story ceiling are insulated with mineral wool bats 3Y5 in. thick. A
vapor barrier between the studs and the plaster base prevents con-
densation on the sheathing by retarding the passage of water vapor
from the rooms into the insulation in the walls. The calculated
coefficient of heat transmission, U, for the wall section is 0.074 Btu
per sq ft per hr per deg F temperature difference'. All windows and
the two outside doors are weatherstripped. Two storm doors were
used. The total calculated heat loss for the house (excluding the
basement) is 43,370 Btu per hr at temperatures of -10 deg outdoors
and 70 deg indoors. The total floor area of the heated space is
1174 sq ft and the volume is 9393 cu ft. Table 1 gives a summary
of the calculated heat losses and room volumes. The house is com-
pletely furnished and is ordinarily occupied by two people.
'Hereafter, the scaln (Fahrenheit) is not specifically named.
i I
FIG. 1. I=B=R RESEARCH HOME
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5. Heating Systems in Research Home
A wet-bottom, cast-iron boiler composed of two 6-in. sections
and one 4-in. section was used in the tests. This boiler was insulated
on top, sides, and back with an air cell insulation approximately
1 in. thick, and was completely enclosed in an enameled sheet-metal
jacket. All cracks between sections were sealed with asbestos cement.
The net I=B=R rating was 55,000 Btu per hr; the gross I=B= R
output was 84,000 Btu per hr. The boiler was equipped with a con-
TABLE 1
DATA ON I=B=R RESEARCH HOME
Calculated
Heated heat loss,
Room Dimensions space, without
cu ft storm sash,*
Btu per hr
(First Floor)t
Living room 24 ft 0 in. x 13 ft 4 in. 2 641 5 749
Dining room 13 ft 1 in. x 11 ft 3 in. 1 183 8 742
Kitchen 10 ft 5 in. x 11 ft 3 in. 799 3 199
Lavatory 7 ft 0 in. x 2 ft 8 in. 152 1 484
Vestibule 7 ft 5 in. x 5 ft 4 in. 284 4 848
Vestibule closet . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 .....
Totals (1st floor) .................... 5 113 24 022
(Second Floor)t
N. E. Bedroom
N. W. Bedroom
S. W. Bedroom
Bath
Stair landing and hall
Closets
Totals (2nd floor)
Totals (1st and 2nd floors)
10 ft 7 in. x 9 ft 9 in.
10 ft 6 in. x 13 ft 4 in.
13 ft 0 in. x 11 ft 4 in.
6 ft 6 in. x 7 ft 6 in.
..... .. ..
. . . . . . . . . . ..
* Outdoor temperature = -10 deg F. Indoor temperature = 70 deg F. Infiltration loss based
on crackage.
t Ceiling height, first floor: 8 ft 3 in.
I Ceiling height, second floor: 7 ft 9 in.
version-type gas burner, adjusted to a burning rate of approximately
100 cu ft per hr of natural gas having a heating value of 1000 Btu
per cu ft.
A one-pipe, forced-circulation, hot-water system was used during
the 1943-44 heating season (test series S). Small-tube type, 19-in.,
4-tube, cast-iron radiators, set in open recesses below the windows,
were used in all rooms of the house.
During the 1944-45 heating season (test series C-44) a two-pipe,
reversed-return gravity hot-water system was used. The radiation
800
1 148
1 108
374
505
345
4 280
9 393
4 393
4 944
5 250
2 606
2 155
19 348
43 370
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in the living room, dining room, all three bedrooms, and the lavatory
consisted of type R radiant baseboard. These units were approxi-
mately 7 in. high and were located along outside walls of the rooms.
Photographs of a typical installation and of the wall side of the unit
are shown in Fig. 2. Small-tube type, 19 in., 4-tube, cast-iron radiators
were used in the vestibule, kitchen, bath, and on the stair landing.
FIG. 2. TYPICAL INSTALLATION AND BACK VIEW OF TYPE R RADIANT BASEBOARD
During the 1946-47 heating season (test series A-46) the two-
pipe, reversed-return, gravity, hot-water system was again used, and
the radiation used in all rooms except the entrance vestibule, stair
landing, and bath consisted of type RC radiant baseboard. A typical
installation of type RC radiant baseboard as well as the wall side
of the unit is illustrated in Fig. 3. Small-tube type, 19 in., 4-tube,
cast-iron radiators were used in the vestibule, stair landing, and bath.
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The location of the radiation used in each of the three series of
tests is shown in Fig. 4. A cross-section through the wall and radiant
baseboard shows the method of installation. Rice paper, located be-
tween the wall and the heating unit and securely fastened under the
molding along the top of the unit, served as a dust seal to prevent
FIG. 3. TYPICAL INSTALLATION AND BACK VIEW OF TYPE RC RADIANT BASEBOARD
the possibility of streaking the walls. The basement piping plan for
each series of tests is shown in Fig. 5, while the amount of radiation
together with the size and amount of pipe and fittings used in each
installation is given in Table 2. The system used for Series S was
designed to operate with a mean water temperature of 200 deg at
an indoor-outdoor temperature difference of 80 deg. However, the
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TABLE 2
RADIATION, PIPE, AND FITTINGS FOR HOT-WATER HEATING SYSTEMS IN SERIES S,
SERIES C-44, AND SERIES A-46- I= B= R RESEARCH HOME
Series S Series C-44 Series A-46
Room 19-in., 4-tube 19-in., 4-tube 7-in., Type 19-in., 4-tube 7-in., Type
small-tube small-tube R radiant small-tube RC radiant
radiation, radiation, baseboard, radiation, baseboard,
sq ft sq ft ft sq ft ft
S. W. Bedroom 12.8 .... 16 .... 10
N. W. Bedroom 16.0 .... 16 .... 10
N. E. Bedroom 16.6 .... 14 .... 9
Bath 17.6 17.6 .. 11.2
Stair landing 11.2 11.2 .. 9.6
Kitchen 17.6 17.6 .. .... 5
Dining room, W. 22.4 .... 10 .... 11
Dining room, S. .... .... 10 ....
Living room 14.4 .... 18 .... 11
12.8 ....
Vestibule 25.6 25.6 .. 20.8
Lavatory 14.4 .... 6 .... 3
2%2 in. 0.
% in. 24.
Y2 in. 371.
Tee Totals
2' 2 x2½x 4 in. 12% x 2 x Y in. 
Sx 2 x a in. 1
Sin. 22
Union Elbows
Y in. 22
Elbow Totals
4 in. 4
' in. 82
Sin. 45° 2
Pipe Totals
6 ft 2 in.
2ft 12 in.
5 ft 1 Y in.
1 in.
Y4 in.
Y in.
27.7 ft
3.4 ft
30.2 ft
56.0 ft
109.3 ft
158.6 ft
90° Elbow Totals
2 in. 4
1 in. 2
1 in. 3
V% in. 37
Y in. 42
1 x Y in. 1
4.50 Elbow Totals
Y4 in. 14
Y in. 18
Union Elbow Totals
4 in. 8
Y in. 3
2 in. 450  9
Reducing Couplings
2x 1 in. 1
2 x 1 Yin. 2
2x1in. 1
1% x 1Yin. 1
1 x 1 in. 1
1 V x in. 1
1 x Y in. 1
Tee Totals
2 in. 3
1 in. 1
Sin. 1
1 '•/ x 1 4 x % in. 21 x 1 V x ½ in. 2
1 x 1 x % in. 2
lxlx Yin. 1
1 x 1 x in. 1
1x % x in. 1
lxxlin. 1
lx x Y in. 1
% x x %in. 1
1Y4 xA xlin. 1
Pipe Totals
112 in. 31.6 ft
1 4 in. 37.7 ft
1 in. 35.8 ft
34 in. 93.9 ft
Y in. 142.7 ft
900 Elbow Totals
1% in. 2
1 in. 2
1 in. 10
% in. 28
Y in. 28
45° Elbow Totals
1 in. 1
Y4 in. 7Sin. 8
Union Elbow Totals
1 in. 2
% in. 8
Sin. 8
Tee Totals
2 %x 1 x2%in. 1
2% x ' xl n. 1
1Yx1 Yxx in. 1
1Yxl 1xlin. 2
1 xlx% 4 in. 11 1 xl' 4 x
3 in. 2
4 xl x in. 3
1 in. 2
lxlxY 4 in. 1
1x 4 x % in. 21 x Y4 x '• in. 1%4 x x x in. 1
% in. 9
Y x % x in. 1
Sx Y x in. 1
Sin. 7
Pipe Totals
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FIG. 6. CONTROL SYSTEM FOR GAS-FIRED BOILER USED IN I=B=R RESEARCH HOME
other two systems were designed to operate at 215 deg at an 80-deg
indoor-outdoor temperature difference. For each series, the radiation
installed in each room had the same output capacity at design condi-
tions except for the small-tube radiators used in series C-44. These
radiators were not reduced in size to compensate for the increased
output per section due to changing the design water temperature
from 200 deg to 215 deg.
6. Control Systems Used in Research Home
The control system used for Series C-44 and Series A-46 in the
Research Home, as shown in Fig. 6, included a room thermostat
located in the living room, an electric clock with self-contained time
switch, a high-limit boiler-water temperature control, a magnetic
gas valve, a safety pilot, and a transformer. The room thermostat
was of the heat-anticipating type and was placed 30 in. above the
floor. Provision could be made through the action of the clock and
time switch to reduce the temperature setting automatically at night
and restore it to normal in the morning. The high-limit boiler-water
temperature control, which served to prevent overheating of the
water in the boiler, was of the immersion type. It was located in
the top of the back section of the boiler.
In Series S, the thermostat controlled the operation of both burner
and circulator. No provision was made to supply domestic hot water.
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7. Testing Apparatus in Research Home
While the house was being constructed, approximately 100 copper-
constantan thermocouples made of No. 22 B and S gage wire were
permanently installed in the walls and ceilings in order to measure
temperatures at important points in the structure under various
operating conditions. At each of eight locations, one on each exposure
of each story, nine thermocouples were installed to provide the
data for complete temperature gradients through the walls. Another
group of approximately 50 thermocouples provided for the measure-
ment of air temperatures at various levels in the center of each room,
in the attic, and in the basement. A third group made it possible
to study the performance of the component parts of the heating
system. Provision was made for measuring the temperature of the
water entering and leaving each radiator, as well as the temperature
of the water entering and leaving the boiler.
A central switchboard was located in the basement, and all the
thermocouples were connected to selector switches on this board. In
this way the electromotive force of each thermocouple could be read
quickly on a precision potentiometer used in connection with a highly
sensitive galvanometer. A 10-point recording potentiometer used in
connection with an auxiliary switchboard made it possible to obtain
either instantaneous readings or continuous printed records of the
emf produced by the thermocouples in any selected group.
Provision for measuring the rate of flow of water in the mains
was made by installing elbow meters to be used in connection with
a sensitive differential pressure gage, or manometer'. They operate
on the principle that a fluid flowing through an elbow creates a dif-
ference in pressure between one point on the inside radius and
another point on the outside radius of the elbow - a difference that
may be used as a measure of the rate of flow. This type of meter
introduces no additional resistance to the flow of water.
Recording thermometers were used to make continuous records
of the air temperatures in each of the six rooms, the outdoor air,
and the flue gas temperatures. Continuous records of the CO2 in
the flue gases were obtained by means of a thermal-conductivity
type recorder calibrated against an Orsat apparatus. The moisture
content of the air was measured by means of four humidity indicators,
one recording hygrometer, and one wet- and dry-bulb recorder which
were checked periodically with an aspirated psychrometer. Drafts
were measured by means of either inclined manometers or a recording
draft gage as the occasion demanded. The electrical inputs to cir-
1 "The Use of an Elbow in a Pipe Line for Determining the Rate of Flow in the Pipe,"
Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta. Bul. No. 289. 1936.
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FIG. 7. BASEMENTLESS HOUSE
culator and burner motors were measured by means of integrating
watt-hour meters having scale divisions of 10 watt-hours. Self-
starting electric clocks were wired into the burner and circulator
motor circuits in such a way as to indicate the total time of operation.
8. Basementless House
The basementless house (Fig. 7) was of prefabricated construc-
tion. The walls were composed of Y8-in. fiber wall board on the room
side, 2-in. by 3-in. wood framing members, and Y3 -in. plywood on
the exterior. One inch of cotton insulation, provided with a vapor
barrier, was applied to the wall board between the framing members.
The calculated coefficient of heat transmission, U, for this wall sec-
tion was 0.16 Btu per sq ft per hr per deg temperature difference.
The ceiling was composed of 14-in. plywood, 2 in. of cotton insulation,
and 2-in. by 4-in. joists. The U value for this construction was 0.13
Btu per sq ft per hr per deg temperature difference. The house was
erected on a 4-in. concrete slab over a 4-in. gravel fill and, to minimize
the heat losses at the edge of the slab, 1-in. waterproof board insula-
tion was installed around the periphery and between the slab and
foundation. A vapor barrier was placed between the slab and gravel
fill to prevent excessive vapor transmission. Calculated heat losses
through the floor were based on a factor of 0.06 Btu per sq ft per hr
per deg and a temperature difference of 80 deg.
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TABLE 3
DATA ON BASEMENTLESS HOUSE AND HEATING SYSTEM
Installed radiation,
Heated Calculated 7-in., Type RC
Room Dimensions space, heat loss,
cu ft Btu per hr
Lineal feet Radiation
of radiant required,
baseboard* sq ftt
Utility room 8 ft 0 in. x 11 ft 10 in. 755 5 490
Kitchen 9ft 3 in. x11 ft 10 in. 784 6 384 10 20.8
Living room 11 ft 10 in. x 19 ft 10 in. 1 869 13 680 26 54.1
Front bedroom 9 ft 11 in. x 11 ft 10 in. 935 7 182 15 31.2
Rear bedroom 8ft 9 in.x 11 ft 10 in. 831 6 612 14 29.2
Bath 5ft 0 in. x 8ft 1 in. 324 2 394 5 10.4
Hall 7 ft 1 in. x 3 ft 7 in. 204 570
Totals 5 702 42 312 .. 145.7
Net I =B = R Boiler Rating = 55,000 Btu per hr. Gas-burning rate = 100 cu ft per hr.
* Based on a heat emission of 500 Btu per lineal ft at an average water temperature of 215 deg F.
t Based on a heat emission of 240 Btu per hr per sq ft at 215 deg F.
+ Installed 3 linear ft less than required, on the assumption that the heat from the stove would
make up the difference.
All windows and doors were weatherstripped, and storm doors
were used on both outside entrances. The total heat loss, based on
-10 deg outdoor temperature and 70 deg indoors, was 42,312 Btu
per hr. The total floor area of the heated space was 713 sq ft and the
volume was 5,702 cu ft. Table 3 gives a summary of the calculated
heat loss, the volume, and the installed radiation in each room in
the house. A floor plan of the house is shown in Fig. 8, and construc-
tion details of floor and walls are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
sufafon*
searl -
Baseboard
SECTION A-A
Emhbedded a 1n Slab.
-- 
_Piping,
Above Slab.
- Thermocouple
Location.
FIG. 8. FLOOR PLANS OF BASEMENTLESS HOUSE: PIPING AND LOCATION
OF TYPE RC RADIANT BASEBOARD
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FIG. 9. THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS IN LIVING-ROOM FLOOR SLAB
OF BASEMENTLESS HOUSE
FIG. 10. THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS IN KITCHEN FLOOR SLAB
OF BASEMENTLESS HOUSE
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9. Heating System in Basementless House
The boiler used in the basementless house was a duplicate of the
one used in the I = B = R Research Home and is described in Sec-
tion 5. A gas conversion burner was used, adjusted to a burning rate
of 100 cu ft per hr. The fuel was natural gas having a heating value
of 1000 Btu per cu ft.
A series-loop, forced-circulation, hot-water system was used with
type RC, cast-iron, radiant baseboards. These units, approximately
seven inches high, were located in the rooms as shown in Fig. 8.
Paper-backed aluminum foil, in place of rice paper, served as a dust
seal to prevent the possibility of streaking the wall. The units in
the living room and kitchen were connected in series and comprised
one circuit, the radiators in the two bedrooms were connected in
series to form a second circuit, and the bath a third circuit. Further-
more, the piping was so arranged that the radiation in the bath also
could be connected in series with the radiation in the two bedrooms
and thus divide the system into only two circuits. The system was
designed to operate with a mean water temperature of 215 deg at
an indoor-outdoor temperature difference of 80 deg and a 20-deg
drop through each circuit.
Three-quarter-inch wrought-steel pipe was used almost entirely
in the piping layout. So that the system could be drained, the supply
and return pipes in the concrete slab (Fig. 8) were pitched downward
to the sump in the utility room, where drain valves were provided.
Three-quarter-inch air-cell insulation was placed around the pipe
buried in the concrete. The insulation permitted sufficient move-
ment of the pipe to provide for expansion in the system due to
temperature changes and also made it easier to connect the radia-
tion to the supply and return piping at the time of installation. Each
baseboard assembly was provided with an air vent to eliminate any
air that might accumulate in the radiation or piping. The amount
of radiation, together with the size and amount of pipe and fittings,
is given in Table 4.
10. Control System in Basementless House
The control system, shown in Fig. 11, included a room thermo-
stat, a high-limit control, a magnetic gas valve, a safety pilot, a
transformer, and a relay. The room thermostat was of the heat-
anticipating type, and in addition contained provision for making
adjustments of the length of the burner and circulator operating
cycle for a given outdoor temperature. The thermostat was 30 in.
above the floor on the east wall of the living room near the hall
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
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Thermostat Ca//s for lHea•:
1. C/rcul/aor and gas burner start.
2. Circulator runs until thermostat is satisfied.
3. Gas burner runs until thermostat is satisfied or until
boiler water temperature reaches setting of high /iw//
control.
Thermostat Satisfled:
/. Circulator and gas burner stop.
FIG. 11. CONTROL SYSTEM FOR BOILER - BASEMENTLESS HOUSE
entrance (Fig. 8). The high-limit control, which served to prevent
overheating of the water in the boiler, was of the immersion type;
it was located in the back section of the boiler.
When heat was required, the gas burner and the circulator were
started by the thermostat; both continued to operate until stopped
by the room thermostat. If the period of operation was long enough
to raise the temperature of the water in the boiler to 220 deg (corre-
sponding to the setting of the high-limit control) the latter would
stop the burner, but the circulator would continue to operate. This
system of control could be used in this case because domestic hot
water was being provided by a separate heater.
11. Testing Apparatus in Basementless House
While the basementless house was being constructed, 15 copper-
constantan thermocouples made of No. 22 B and S gage wire were
permanently installed in the concrete slab and on its upper surface
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in order to measure slab temperatures. Eight of these thermocouples
were located in the living room, as illustrated in Fig. 9, and seven
in the kitchen (Fig. 10).
Another group of eight thermocouples measured air temperatures
at various levels in any room of the house. Four of these thermo-
couples, each having 40 ft of lead wires, were attached to a portable
standard at 3 in., 30 in., and 60 in. above the floor and 3 in. below
the ceiling. The other four thermocouples, each with 60 ft of lead
wires, were similarly attached to a second standard. Each group of
lead wires was encased in plastic tubing. Portable standards gave
maximum flexibility in measuring air temperatures and, when not
in use, could easily be stored in the utility room.
A third group of thermocouples was provided in order to study
the performance of the component parts of the heating system.
Measurements included the temperature of the water entering and
leaving each circuit, and the temperature of the water entering and
leaving the boiler. All hot junctions in this group of thermocouples
were insulated by wrapping with thread and coating with ambroid.
A chromel-alumel thermocouple of No. 22 B & S gage wire was placed
at the smoke outlet of the boiler, to measure flue-gas temperatures.
All the thermocouple leads were connected to jacks on a central
switchboard in the utility room, as shown in Fig. 12. Each hot junc-
tion was provided with an individual cold junction, and in order to
maintain the cold junctions at 32 deg a special ice chest was con-
structed of galvanized iron, insulated with 4 in. of cork, and provided
with an overflow and five 14 -in. OD copper wells extending into the
ice bath. Since six or more cold junctions were housed in each of
these tubes, all cold junctions were insulated by wrapping with
thread and coating with ambroid. A portable precision potentiometer
and a 10-point electronic recording potentiometer, used in conjunc-
tion with the switchboard, provided means for either instantaneous
readings of the emf of each thermocouple and/or continuous printed
records of the emf given by any copper-constantan thermocouple.
The range of the 10-point recording potentiometer-from -1 to
+5 MV-did not permit recording of the flue-gas temperatures.
A recording hygrometer, checked periodically with an aspiration-
type psychrometer, was used to make continuous records of the air
temperature and relative humidity at the 30-in. level in the living
room. The CO 2 content of the flue gases was checked periodically
with an Orsat apparatus. Self-starting electric clocks, connected in
parallel with the gas valve and the circulator motor, recorded the
total time of the operation of each unit during the test period. A gas
meter was used to measure the quantity of gas flow to the burner.
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III. TEST PROCEDURE
12. I = B = R Research Home
During all the tests in the Research Home a gas burning rate
of approximately 100 cu ft per hr was maintained. The burner
was so adjusted that a CO 2 content of from 9 to 10 percent was
obtained at the smoke outlet of the boiler. The natural gas used
(supplied from the Texas-Oklahoma Pipe Line) had a high heating
value of 1000 Btu per cu ft.
Each test was 24 hr long. Observations of the room air tempera-
tures, as determined by thermocouples located 3 in., 30 in., and 60
in. above the floor and 3 in. below the ceiling, were recorded at 7
A.M., 11 A.M., 5 P.M., and 10 P.M. The temperature of the air
in the basement and in the attic and the relative humidity in the
heated portion of the house were also observed at these times.
Complete daily records were made of the operating time, the
number of cycles and the power consumption of the gas burner, and
the cubic feet of gas consumed.
Continuous recordings were made of the stack temperature and
draft, the C0 2, the temperature of the water at the boiler outlet
and return, the outdoor air temperature, the indoor relative humidity,
the air temperature in each room 3 in. and 30 in. above the floor
and 3 in. below the ceiling. Other daily observations included the
total amount of electricity, gas, and water used in the house, and
general weather conditions.
The normal occupancy of the Research Home at the time the
tests were being made consisted of two persons at night and a staff
of three persons during the normal working day. Obviously, no set
schedule could be established for the use of entrance doors, but care
was taken to avoid their unnecessary use, to keep them closed tightly
when not being used, and not to leave them open for long periods
of time.
A number of series of tests were made in order to study the effects
not only of the different types of radiation but also of such factors
as opening bedroom windows at night, turning off the radiation in
the bedrooms at night, closing bedroom doors, and lowering the
thermostat setting at night. In those series in which the operating
conditions at night were different from those of the daytime, the
changes in operating conditions were made at 10 P.M. and 7 A.M.
except that changes in the thermostat setting were made at 10:00
P.M. and 5:30 A.M. General operating conditions for each series
are summarized in Table 5.
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13. Basementless House
The gas-burning rate and C02 content of the flue gas were main-
tained at approximately the same values as in the Research Home.
The natural gas used as fuel was also the same as that used in the
tests made in the Research Home.
The basementless house was occupied by a family consisting of
a man, his wife, and one small child; therefore cooking, washing,
and other domestic processes were carried on in a normal manner.
Little attempt was made to control door positions between rooms.
The occupants of the' house generally kept the door between the
kitchen and utility room closed. However, because of the heat from
TABLE 5
GENERAL OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR TESTS IN I=B=R RESEARCH HOME
Thermostat Bedroom Bedroom Bedroom
setting radiators doors windows* Radia-Series -------------------------  i -
tion
Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night
A-46 72 72 on on open open closed closed RC
B-46 72 66 on on open open closed closed RC
C-46 72 66 on on open closed closed open RC
D-46 72 66 on off open closed closed open RC
E-46 72 66 on off open closed closed open RC
no weather strip
F-46 72 72 on off open | closed closed open RC
no weather strip
C-44 72 72 on on open open closed closed R
S 72 72 on on open open closed closed small-
tube
* Windows in rooms other than bedrooms closed during all tests.
the boiler, the air temperature in the utility room was usually warmer
than in the other rooms; room air temperatures were therefore not
taken until the investigator assured himself that this door had been
closed a minimum of 30 min before taking observations. Windows
remained closed at all times. Observations of room air temperatures
at 3 in., 30 in., and 60 in. above the floor and 3 in. below the ceiling
were made at periodic intervals. Approximately every 48 hr the
operating time of the burner and the circulator, the cubic feet of
gas consumed by the burner, and the floor slab temperatures were
recorded. Periodic checks were made of the flue-gas temperature and
C02. A continuous recording was made of the outdoor air tempera-
ture, and the temperature of the water at the supply and return
connections of the boiler and at the supply and return of each circuit.
The relative humidity and air temperatures at the 30-in. level in
the living room were also recorded continuously.
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During the main series of tests conducted during the 1947-48
heating season, the radiation in the bath was connected in series
with the radiation in the bedrooms to form one circuit of a series-
loop, forced-circulation, hot-water system. The radiation in the living
room was connected in series with that in the kitchen to form a
second circuit. A few tests were run during which the radiation in
the bath was on a circuit by itself, thus permitting the turning off
of radiation in the bedrooms at night. This series was abandoned,
however, when tests in the I = B = R Research Home indicated that
no fuel savings would result from this practice.
In all tests the thermostat was set to maintain an air temperature
of 72 deg at the 30-in. level in the living room both day and night.
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IV. COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF SMALL-TUBE RADIATION,
TYPE R RADIANT BASEBOARD, AND TYPE RC RADIANT
BASEBOARD IN I = B = R RESEARCH HOME
14. Room Temperature Differentials
When changes were made in the radiation for each series of tests
in the Research Home, all radiators in the second-story bedrooms
were replaced while some of those on the first story were left un-
changed. Hence it was considered that only the air temperature
differentials observed in the second story should be used in comparing
the operating characteristics of the several types of radiators used;
this Section is confined to data obtained in the three bedrooms.
Data obtained in the first-story rooms showed characteristics similar
to those in the second-story rooms except that the floor-to-ceiling
temperature difference was from 1 to 2 deg greater.
Figure 13 represents the observed air temperature differentials
for each of the three types of radiation. Test points are indicated
only for the type RC radiant baseboard. The curves for the small-
tube radiators and the type R radiant baseboard are reproduced
from a previous bulletin'. From Fig. 13 it is apparent that, for a
' "A Study of Radiant Baseboard Heating in the I=B=R Research Home," Univ. of Ill.
Eng. Exp. Sta. Bul. 358, Fig. 11, p. 23.
/ndoor- Oufdoor Temperature D/ffere7ce in aegq. F
FIG. 13. SECOND-STORY AIR TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIALS IN I=B=R RESEARCH
HOME, SERIES S, SERIES C-44, AND SERIES A-46
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given air temperature at the 30-in. level, the small-tube radiators
and the type RC radiant baseboard produced essentially the same
air temperature 3 in. above the floor, whereas the air temperature
3 in. above the floor when the type R radiant baseboard was used
was from 1 to 1.5 deg warmer than when either the type RC radiant
baseboard or the small-tube radiator was used. The air temperature
3 in. below the ceiling was lowest with the type R radiant baseboard,
slightly warmer with type RC radiant baseboard, and warmest with
small-tube radiators.
With all three types of radiation there was a gradual increase in
the floor-to-ceiling air temperature difference as indoor-outdoor tem-
perature differences increased. At an indoor-outdoor temperature
difference of 70 deg, approximately equivalent to an average out-
door temperature of 2 deg, the floor-to-ceiling temperature differ-
ences produced by small-tube radiators, type RC radiant baseboard,
and type R radiant baseboard were 5.6, 4.5, and 2.0 deg respectively.
With an air temperature of 72 deg at the 30-in. level and an indoor-
outdoor temperature difference of 70 deg, the air temperatures 3 in.
above the floor produced by the small-tube radiators, type RC
radiant baseboard, and type R radiant baseboard were 69.6, 69.2,
and 71.1 deg respectively.
Figure 14 shows the air temperature differentials obtained with
the same three types of radiation when used in the lavatory of the
Research Home. The lavatory is a first-story room having an unin-
sulated concrete slab floor laid directly on the ground and is, there-
fore, somewhat representative of conditions existent in certain types
of basementless houses. The curves of Fig. 14 display the same
characteristics as those of Fig. 13, except that the temperature dif-
ferences are larger.
From the foregoing discussion, it would seem that the following
conclusions could be drawn:
1. That the type R radiant baseboard produces warmer floors
and cooler ceilings than either type RC radiant baseboard or the
small-tube radiators.
2. That type RC radiant baseboard produces cooler ceilings than
small-tube radiators.
Although the preceding statements are generally true, the air
temperatures near the floor and ceiling depend not only on the type
of radiation but also on the location of the radiators in the room,
the heat output per linear foot of the radiator, and the heat loss
per linear foot of exposed wall. Since the type RC radiant baseboard
had an appreciably higher heat output per linear foot than the type
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R units, the total length of the type RC baseboard used in each room
was less than the length of the type R units. The type R units were
installed along most of the exposed walls and under all windows in
the bedrooms, whereas the type RC units were located on less than
one half the exposed walls and under only one half the windows in
the bedrooms. Therefore, with the type R radiant baseboard prac-
tically all downward currents of cool air from the windows and walls
K
K
7
i..
K
Indoor-Outdoor Temperafure Difference in deg. F
FIG. 14. LAVATORY AIR TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIALS IN I=B=R RESEARCH HOME
were intercepted by currents of warm air from the heating units.
With the type RC radiant baseboard the downward currents of cool
air from half the windows and from a major portion of the exposed
walls were not intercepted by currents of warm air from the heating
units. Therefore they spread out across the floor of the room and
made it relatively cool.
Likewise, when the heat output per linear foot of the radiator
is much greater than the heat loss per linear foot of the wall along
which the radiator is located, the upward convection currents of
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warm air from the radiator are more than sufficient to offset the
downward convection currents of cool air from the walls. As a result
the surplus warm air rises to the ceiling. This demonstrates the
desirability of selecting the type of radiation and the operating
temperature which will make it necessary to place radiation along
as much of the available exposed wall as is feasible.
15. Wall Surface Temperatures
Figure 15 shows the wall surface temperatures measured on the
inside surface of the plaster on the north wall of the living room,
resulting from the use of the conventional recessed radiators and the
radiant baseboard. At the times that these observations were made,
the outdoor temperature was approximately 32 deg and the tempera-
ture of the air in the living room at the 30-in. level was 72 deg.
When the radiant baseboard was used the temperature of the entire
wall below the 60-in. level was greater than the temperature of the
air in the room at the 30-in. level, whereas with the conventional
recessed radiator the temperature of this portion of the wall surface
was from 0.2 to 1.6 deg below the temperature of the air at the
30-in. level.
The wall temperatures obtained with the type RC radiant base-
board were essentially the same as those obtained with the type
R units. At lower outdoor temperatures, the wall surface tempera-
tures were even higher when using the radiant baseboard, and
somewhat lower when using the small-tube radiators, than the cor-
responding values given in Fig. 15. Thus the radiant baseboard
warmed the entire surface of the portion of the exposed wall along
which it was installed. On the other hand, with the conventional
recessed radiator, only the small portion of the wall forming the
back of the recess was warmed-no contribution to comfort, because
this portion of the wall was hidden by the radiator, which was at
much higher temperature.
If all factors except the wall surface temperature remained un-
changed, the increase in the wall surface temperatures resulting
from the use of radiant baseboard would cause an increase in the
mean radiant temperature in the room. However, measurements
made at the 30-in. level by means of both a thermo-integrator and
a globe thermometer in five different locations in the living room
proved that with both conventional recessed radiators and radiant
baseboard the mean radiant temperatures were essentially the same
and were within 1 deg of the room air temperature at the 30-in.
level. Therefore the higher ceiling temperatures resulting from the
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use of small-tube radiators must have produced about the same
radiant effect as the warmer walls obtained with the radiant base-
board. These mean radiant temperature observations indicate that,
even though the use of radiant baseboard resulted in warmer air
near the floor and in warmer inside surfaces for the exposed walls
than are obtained with conventional recessed radiators, yet in order
to produce the same degree of comfort it was necessary to maintain
the same air temperature at the 30-in. level with the radiant base-
board as was required with the conventional recessed radiators.
Hence the main advantage of the radiant baseboard lies in the
assurance it gives that warm floors will be obtained.
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FIG. 15. INSIDE WALL SURFACE TEMPERATURES, NORTH WALL OF
LIVING ROOM IN I=B=R RESEARCH HOME
16. Air Movement
In the section of Bulletin 349 discussing air motion in rooms
heated by radiators, it was pointed out that all maximum air cur-
rents occurred within a distance of 1 ft from the walls, floor, and
ceiling: the most significant air movement is that which takes place
across the floor. In this same section, the statement was made that
with small-tube radiators located under the windows, the maximum
air velocity across the floor was approximately 25 ft per min. Further-
more, updrafts of warm air from the radiators intercepted any
downdrafts of cold air from the windows and thus prevented cold
drafts across the floor.
Indoor Air Temperature at-
30-in. Level = 7?2 ae. F
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Though no smoke studies were made to indicate air motion across
the floor of a room when using radiant baseboard, no drafts could
be detected by occupants of the house. Since the radiant baseboard
was installed not only under the windows but also along a large
share of the exposed wall, it is evident that in addition to the neu-
tralizing of downdrafts of cold air from the windows, updrafts of
warm air from the radiant baseboard also intercepted downdrafts
of cool air all along the wall on which the radiant baseboard was
installed. Therefore, no floor drafts would be expected, as the possi-
bility of cold drafts across the floor was even less when radiant base-
board was used than when the small-tube radiators were used.
17. Cleanliness of Operation
Immediately after installation of the radiant baseboard and before
any heat was required, all the walls were freshly painted and all
curtains and draperies were cleaned. After operating through a com-
plete heating season of approximately 9 months with type R radiant
baseboard, no dirt patterns were observed on the walls above the
radiant baseboards and there was no evidence that the heat had
discolored the paint on the wall. Furthermore, at the end of the
heating season, the white curtains at the windows over the radiant
baseboards were as clean as were similar curtains at windows under
which no radiators were located. Neither were in need of cleaning.
After operating through a complete heating season of 9 months
with type RC radiant baseboard, faint dirt patterns were discernible
on the walls above the units in several rooms. It was observed that
the patterns were more pronounced in the kitchen and in the south-
west bedroom than elsewhere. In these rooms, no rugs were used on
the floors. In rooms where the floor was carpeted, dirt patterns were
not observed. On the other hand, characteristic dirt patterns ap-
peared on the walls above the conventional recessed radiators, and
the curtains above these radiators were in need of cleaning long
before the end of the heating season.
Dirt patterns result from dust being carried close to the walls by
convection currents and being deposited by thermal precipitation.
Thermal precipitation is described as follows by R. A. Nielsen in
"Dirt Patterns on Walls," 1940 ASHVE Transactions:
Small particles in still air bob about due to their being hit by random num-
bers of gas molecules with various speeds and directions. If there is a temperature
gradient, heat energy is being transmitted by gas molecules as kinetic energy of
their motion. With such a transfer of energy comes necessarily a transfer of
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momentum. The particle, suspended in a region in which a temperature gradient
exists, receives more momentum on its side toward the hot region than on the
side facing the colder one; thus it moves toward the colder surface. Perhaps the
effect could be more simply explained by saying that a dirt particle is hit harder
by the faster moving molecules from the hot surface than it is by the slower mole-
cules which hit it on the side facing the cold surface; thus it moves down the
temperature gradient.
Hence the design of the radiator should be such as to direct the
convection currents away from the wall. Also, the less the convec-
tive heat output of the radiator, the less the tendency to produce
dirt patterns. For any given design of radiator, the convective output
is related to the temperature of the water; and it was found that
for the types of radiant baseboard tested in the Research Home,
little or no dirt streaking of walls occurred at average water tem-
peratures not exceeding 200 deg.
18. Fuel Consumption
It has been pointed out that in the production of comfort, both
type R and type RC radiant baseboard proved equal or superior
to the small-tube radiator. Nothing was said as to the comparative
cost of operation. The fuel consumptions obtained in the Research
Home with the three types of radiation are shown in Fig. 16. Only
the test points for the type RC radiant baseboard are indicated.
The fuel-consumption curves for the type R radiant baseboard and
for the small-tube radiation are reproduced from Fig. 15 of Bulle-
tin 358. It may be observed that replacing the conventional radiators
with either type of radiant baseboard reduced fuel consumption
approximately 5 to 8 percent. However, primarily because of differ-
ences in the basement piping for the different heating systems, an
air temperature of about 70 deg was obtained at the basement ceiling
during the tests using radiant baseboard as compared with a tem-
perature of approximately 75 deg obtained during the tests of the
small-tube radiators. It is probable that the decrease in fuel con-
sumption should be attributed to this 5-deg decrease in basement
temperature, which caused a decrease in heat loss from the house.
In any case, variations in the effect of wind and sunshine are likely
to result in deviations of as much as 5 percent from the averages
of the fuel consumptions represented by the plotted curves. For
this reason differences in the magnitudes of the order of those shown
in Fig. 16 cannot be regarded as significant, and the fuel consump-
tions obtained with the radiant baseboards and the conventional
recessed radiators can be considered as virtually the same.
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V. PERFORMANCE OF TYPE RC RADIANT BASEBOARD
IN BASEMENTLESS HOUSE
19. Floor Slab Temperatures
Figure 17 shows the variation in the temperature of the surface
of the floor slab over a range of indoor-outdoor temperature differ-
ences. The upper curve shows that essentially no difference existed
between the average surface temperatures at the approximate centers
of the living room and kitchen and that average surface tempera-
tures at the centers of the kitchen and the living room remained
practically constant at 70.5 deg over the range of indoor-outdoor
temperature differences from 0 to 40 deg. For indoor-outdoor tem-
perature differences greater than 40 deg, the average surface tempera-
ture at the center of the room decreased approximately 1.0 deg for
each 10-deg increase in indoor-outdoor temperature difference. Thus,
at the design condition of 80-deg indoor-outdoor temperature differ-
ence, the average surface temperature in the center of the room
would be about 66.5 deg.
The lower curves in Fig. 17 show that slab surface temperatures,
1 ft from the west wall in the living room and 1 ft from the north
wall in the kitchen, were markedly different. As a result of higher
water temperatures in the heating system in the colder weather, the
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FIG. 17. SURFACE TEMPERATURES OF FLOOR SLAB IN BASEMENTLESS HOUSE
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floor surface temperature in the living room increased slightly as the
indoor-outdoor temperature difference increased. The average sur-
face temperatures one foot from the wall in the living room were
70.5 deg and 73.0 deg for indoor-outdoor temperature differences of
10 deg and 70 deg respectively. It may be noted from Fig. 9 that
slab temperatures in the living room were measured in a plane
perpendicular to the west wall and that baseboard radiation ex-
tended not less than 7 ft 6 in. on each side of the plane in which the
thermocouples were located.
With one exception, the thermocouples in the kitchen floor slab
were located in a plane perpendicular to the north wall at a distance
of 4 ft 10 in. from the baseboard radiation on the north wall of the
living room and 4 ft 9 in. from the nearest radiation in the kitchen
(see Fig. 10). Only two surface couples were installed, one of which
was offset 1 ft 3 in. from the plane of the other thermocouples in
the kitchen floor to avoid the sink cabinet. Since the closest radiant
baseboard was 4 ft 9 in. away from the plane of the thermocouple
locations, temperatures were probably representative of slab tem-
peratures that would have been obtained had no baseboard radia-
tion been used. In the kitchen, floor temperatures measured 1 ft
from the north wall were influenced primarily by outdoor and in-
door air temperatures. Hence, as the indoor-outdoor temperature
difference increased, the surface temperature decreased. Average
surface temperatures of 68.8 deg and 61.0 deg were obtained 1 ft
from the wall in the kitchen at indoor-outdoor temperature differences
of 10 deg and 70 deg respectively.
If the lower curve in Fig. 17 is extrapolated to the design condi-
tion of - 10-deg outdoor temperature, an average surface tempera-
ture of 58.0 deg is obtained. Thus, comparison of the two lower
curves in Fig. 17 makes it obvious that if "cold floors" are to be
eliminated in a structure of this type by the use of radiant base-
board, the baseboard must cover a large percentage of the outside
wall exposure.
In addition to the floor surface temperature, the temperature of
the slab 2 in. below the surface was measured at five points in both
the living room and kitchen (Figs. 9 and 10). In Fig. 18 a comparison
is made of slab temperatures in the living room and kitchen at out-
door temperatures of 0 deg and 43 deg. For both of these outdoor
temperatures, the temperatures 2 in. below the slab surface were
within 2 deg of the surface temperature directly above. In the living
room the temperature of the slab near the outside walls was higher
than the temperature of the slab near the center of the room, indi-
cating a net heat flow in the slab toward the center rather than toward
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the edge. In the kitchen, however, along a section of wall where no
radiant baseboard was used, the slab temperatures decreased from
the center of the room toward the exposed edge. It should be noted
that the temperature drop across the insulation was approximately
the same in the living room as in the kitchen. Because this tempera-
ture drop is an index of the heat transmission through the insulation
to the outdoors, it is evident that the presence of the radiant base-
board in the living room did not increase the heat loss through the
insulated edge of the slab.
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FIG. 19. AIR TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIALS IN LIVING ROOM OF BASEMENTLESS
HouSE, TYPE RC RADIANT BASEBOARD
Analysis of the data from the study of floor slab temperatures
shows that the radiant baseboard is particularly adapted to main-
taining comfortable floor temperatures in a basementless type of
structure. Surface temperatures in the center of the room were always
comfortable; and wherever radiant baseboard was installed, tempera-
tures near the edge of the slab were slightly higher than in the center
of the room. Where no radiant baseboard was installed, floor tem-
peratures near outside walls were considerably lower. Hence, the
advantage of radiant baseboard lies in the large amount of outside
wall exposure that a long, low unit of this type covers.
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20. Room Air Temperatures
In Fig. 19 the difference between the average temperatures of the
air in the center of the living room, as measured at the 30-in. level
and at 3 in. above the floor and 3 in. below the ceiling, is shown
plotted against indoor-outdoor temperature differences. The curves
of Fig. 19 show that in the basementless house the temperature dif-
ference from floor to ceiling increased with indoor-outdoor tempera-
ture difference. At 69.5-deg indoor-outdoor temperature difference -
the coldest weather at which these temperatures were measured - a
difference of only 4.6 deg was observed between the average tem-
perature of the air 3 in. above the floor and that 3 in. below the
ceiling. For all practical purposes, this was about the same as that
* obtained with type RC radiant baseboard in the I = B = R Research
Home, which had a full basement.
The scattered pattern of the points was attributed in part to the
limitations in obtaining these temperatures with the house occupied.
To avoid inconveniencing the occupants, the portable standard was
set up each time a set of temperature measurements was to be taken.
The readings were generally recorded for 30 min and without regard
to burner and circulator operation. As indicated by Fig. 24, the
differentials obtained immediately after the end of an "on" period
were at a maximum, whereas those obtained immediately prior to
an "on" period were at a minimum. It becomes obvious, then, that
more nearly accurate differentials could have been obtained if the
duration of the readings could have been extended to cover both
"on" and "off" periods of the burner and circulator.
Average air temperatures in the center of the living room of the
basementless home as measured 3 in. above the floor were approxi-
mately 70 to 71 deg for all indoor-outdoor temperature differences
encountered. In the occupancy zone - 30-in.-level to floor - tem-
perature differences were only 1.0 to 2.0 deg. These results together
with the results obtained in the I = B = R Research Home indicate
that the radiant baseboard, if properly installed, will maintain de-
sirable air temperatures in homes built with basements or in those
built on concrete slabs directly in contact with the ground.
21. Water Temperatures
In Fig. 20, curves 1 and 2 show the water temperatures obtained
at the boiler outlet and return connections at the end of the circu-
lator "on" period; curves 3 and 4 show the water temperatures at
the outlet and return connections at the beginning of that period.
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All points were obtained when the differential adjustment of the
thermostat was on position "B." The arithmetical average of curves
1, 2, 3, and 4 is represented by curve 5. For all practical purposes
curve 5 represents the average temperature of the water in the boiler
for any given indoor-outdoor temperature difference, and also the
average water temperature in the radiant baseboard.
Except as noted in Table 3, the radiation installed in the base-
mentless house was just sufficient to offset the calculated heat loss
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FiG. 20. BOILER WATER TEMPERATURES, BASEMENTLESS HOUSE
of the heated rooms at an outdoor temperature of -10 deg when
the radiant baseboards were supplied with water at an average
temperature of 215 deg. Curve 5 of Fig. 20 shows that at an indoor-
outdoor temperature difference of 80 deg the average boiler-water
temperature would be 205.5 deg, and the average water temperature
in the radiant baseboards, which was essentially the same as the
average boiler-water temperature, would have been about 9.5 deg
lower than that selected for the design of the system. In short, the
amount of radiation installed was sufficient to carry the load at
design conditions with only a small reserve capacity available.
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Table 6 shows the temperature drop through the boiler and
radiator circuits in the basementless house with both a two-circuit
and a three-circuit flow. In the two-circuit system the bath was in-
cluded in the bedroom circuit; in the three-circuit system the bath-
room radiation was in a circuit by itself. The maximum temperature
drop in any circuit was 13.5 deg. Since the heating system was de-
signed on a 20-deg drop, the flow of water in each circuit was more
than ample to take care of the radiation connected to it.
TABLE 6
TEMPERATURE DROPS THROUGH BOILER AND RADIATOR CIRCUITS -
BASEMENTLESS HOUSE
Two Circuits
Circuit Av. inlet temperature Av. outlet temperature Temperature drop
Boiler 197.8° F 210.0° F -12.2
Bath-bedroom 209.5 197.7 +11.8
Living room-kitchen 209.3 199.5 + 9.8
Three Circuits
Circuit Av. inlet temperature Av. outlet temperature Temperature drop
Boiler 196.50 F 206.50 F -10.0
Bath 205.9 202.7 + 3.2
Living room-kitchen 206.0 194.5 +11.5
Bedroom 206.0 192.5 +13.5
22. Fuel Consumption
Figure 21 shows daily burner and circulator operating time and
fuel consumption. The data include operation for three settings of
the thermostat differential. While changes in the thermostat dif-
ferential markedly affected the length and number of operating
cycles for any given indoor-outdoor temperature difference, the
setting of the thermostat differential adjustment had no appreciable
effect on the total daily operating time of the burner or circulator
or on the daily fuel consumption.
By extrapolation of the curve for burner operating time (Fig. 21)
a total operating time of only 13.5 hr per day would be obtained
at an indoor-outdoor temperature difference of 80 deg. That is, the
burner and boiler had ample reserve capacity.
Since the calculated heat losses of the Research Home and the
basementless house agree to within 2 percent, the fuel consumption
obtained in the Research Home when using radiant baseboard has
been included in Fig. 21; as might be expected, the daily fuel con-
sumption for the two houses was also in close agreement at all
indoor-outdoor temperature differences.
When a central heating system is used with an inside chimney, the
"overall house efficiency" in percent has been defined as 100 times the
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ratio of the total input minus the heat appearing in the chimney
gases at the upper boundary of the heated space to the total heat
input1 . This "overall house efficiency" is an index to the effective-
ness of heat utilization, and a convenient basis in comparing heating
installations. It can be expressed by the equation:
total heat input - heat loss in chimney gases
OHE = X 100. (1)
total heat input
6
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FIG. 22. OVERALL HOUSE EFFICIENCY, BASEMENTLESS HOUSE
In the basementless house, testing facilities were not available for
the determination of "heat losses in chimney gases"; hence a modi-
fication of Equation (1) was necessary. Furthermore, a number of
assumptions were required in order to obtain an approximation of
the "overall house efficiency." If the actual heat loss for the house
is assumed to be the same as the calculated heat loss and if, in addi-
tion, the heat loss is considered as proportional to the indoor-outdoor
temperature difference, then values shown by curve 1 in Fig. 22
represent the heat loss from the house. Curve 2 represents the actual
I "Performance of a Hot-Water Heating System in the I=B=R Research Home at the Uni-
versity of Illinois." Univ. of Ili. Eng. Exp. Sta. Bul. 349, pp. 57-59.
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heat input to the boiler; it was obtained from the gas consumption
curve shown in Fig. 21. An approximation of "overall house effi-
ciency" for the basementless house would be
heat loss (calculated)
OHE = X 100 (2)heat input to burner
as shown by curve 3 in Fig. 22. It may be noted, however, that if
curve 2 is extrapolated to 0 indoor-outdoor temperature difference,
the ordinate is intersected at -2500 Btu per hr input rather than
at 0. If 2500 Btu per hr is considered as the heat added to the house
by lights, occupants, etc., and if this gain is regarded as constant
for all indoor-outdoor temperature differences, the total heat input
may be represented by curve 4 in Fig. 22. By substituting values
from curves 4 and 1 in Equation (3), an approximate "overall house
efficiency" may be derived, as shown by curve 5.
heat loss (calculated)OHE = X 100. (3)heat input to burner + assumed heat input to
house by lights, occupants, etc.
The seasonal fuel cost of heating a building with gas may be
estimated from the following equation:
/ (ta - toH (-)24D
ti - toC = c (4)def
in which
C = seasonal cost, in dollars
H = calculated heat loss, at design conditions, in Btu per hr
ti = design indoor temperature, in deg F
ta = actual indoor air temperature, in deg F
to = design outdoor temperature, in deg F
d = degree-days per day at design outdoor temperature
D = degree-days for average heating season in locality
e = "overall house efficiency," expressed as a decimal
f = heating value of fuel, in Btu per cu ft
c = cost of fuel, in dollars per cu ft
For conditions existing in Champaign, Illinois the following substi-
tutions were made for the basementless house tested
H = 42,312 Btu per hr
ti = 70 deg F
to = - 10 deg F
ta = 72 deg F
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TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE OUTDOOR TEMPERATURE AND CORRESPONDING
FUEL CONSUMPTION IN BASEMENTLESS HOUSE
Average out- Av. number Av. number Daily fuel Total fuel
door temperature, Total number of days of deg days consump.,$ consump.,¶
deg F of days per year per yeart cu ft per 24 hr cu ft
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
-10 to -5 1 0.2 14.5 1 375 275
-5 to 0 2 0.4 27.0 1 285 514
0to 5 4 0.8 50.0 1 195 956
5 to 10 11 2.2 126.5 1 100 2 420
10 to 15 23 4.6 241.5 1 010 4 646
15 to 20 38 7.6 361.0 920 6 992
20 to 25 68 13.6 578.0 830 11 288
25 to 30 127 25.4 952.5 740 18 796
30 to 35 169 33.8 1 098.5 645 21 801
35 to 40 150 30.0 825.0 560 16 800
40 to 45 117 23.4 526.5 465 10 881
45 to 50 113 22.6 395.5 380 8 588
50 to 55 104 20.8 260.0 285 5 880
55 to 60 99 19.8 148.5 200 3 960
60 to 65 110 22.0 55.0 105 2 310
65 to 70 95 19.0 0 20 380
70 to 75 68 13.6 0 0 0
75 to 80 47 9.4 0 0 0
80 to 85 17 3.4 0 0 0
85 to 90 2 0.4 0 0 0
Totals 273.0 5 660.0 116 487
* Based on records of the United States Weather Bureau at the University of Illinois, Urbana,
Illinois. Includes months of January, February, March, April, May, September, October, November,
and December from September, 1936, to May, 1941.
t Based on columns 1 and 3.1 Based on gas-consumption curve in Fig. 21.
¶ Column 3 multiplied by column 5.
D = 5660 degree-days
d = 75 deg F
e = 0.765 (obtained from curve 3, Fig. 22)
f = 1000 Btu per cu ft
0.06 X 1000
c = 6 cents a therm or = $0.0006 per cu ft
100,000
and an estimated seasonal fuel cost of $61.61 was obtained.
(72 - (-10) \
42,312 X 7- 10) X 24 X 5660
C = -X 0.0006 = $61.61.
75 X 0.765 X 1000
If the "overall house efficiency" based on the total heat input
to the house (curve 5, Fig. 22) had been used rather than the "overall
house efficiency" based on heat input to burner only, the estimated
seasonal fuel cost based on Equation (4) would have been $66.10.
Although the preceding method of estimating fuel consumption is
commonly used, a more accurate method is illustrated in Table 7.
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At 6 cents a therm the seasonal fuel cost based on the fuel con-
sumption data in Table 7 would be:
116,487 X $0.0006 = $69.89.
The seasonal fuel cost obtained by the use of Equation (4) would
probably have agreed more closely with that obtained in Table 7
had a more accurate determination of the "overall house efficiency"
of the basementless house been possible.
23. Cleanliness of Operation
The basementless house was ready for occupancy in May, 1947,
and when heat was applied all the walls were freshly painted and
all the curtains and draperies were clean and new. After operating
through a complete heating season of approximately 9 months, faint
dirt patterns were observed on the walls above the radiant baseboard.
Curtains and draperies that hung over the radiant baseboard, how-
ever, were as clean as similar curtains and draperies under which
there was no radiant baseboard. The dirt patterns in the kitchen
were more distinct than those in the other rooms, because of the
greater activity and higher dirt concentration there.
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VI. SPECIAL TESTS IN BASEMENTLESS HOUSE
24. Effect of Length of Operating Cycle on Room
Air Temperatures
The heating system in the basementless house included a ther-
mostat that provided for making three adjustments of the length
of the burner and circulator operating cycle for a given outdoor
temperature. One test was made in which the cycle length was
changed at intervals to determine the effect of the length of the
operating cycle on room air temperatures. Throughout this test the
temperature setting of the thermostat was unchanged.
Figure 23 is a reproduction of a 10-day chart taken from a re-
cording instrument adjacent to the thermostat in the living room.
During the 10 days that this chart was being made, three settings
of the thermostat differential were used. The chart shows clearly
that the maximum and minimum air temperatures were affected by
the length of the "on" and "off" periods of the burner and circulator.
Long cycles of burner and circulator operation, obtained by setting
the adjustable differential on the thermostat to position C, resulted
in cyclic air temperature variations between "on" and "off" periods
of approximately 1.5 deg. Intermediate cycle length, obtained with
the B setting, gave a variation of about 1 deg. Short cycles, obtained
with the A setting, gave practically no variation in the living-room
air temperature. Air temperature variations near the ceiling were
slightly greater than those just referred to.
Figure 23 also shows that, aside from the variations in air tem-
perature just discussed, the outdoor temperature had no effect on
the indoor air temperature at the thermostat level. The indoor air
temperature remained constant even though there was a large and
sometimes rapid change in the outdoor temperature. Thus it was
demonstrated that a hot-water system using radiant baseboard can
take care of sudden changes in load with little difficulty.
The curves in Fig. 24 represent air temperatures, as measured by
the thermocouples on the portable standards, in the centers of the
living room and front bedroom during two cycles of burner and
circulator operation at an outdoor temperature of 37.7 deg. The
differential setting of the thermostat was on position B (intermediate
cycles) at the time. A variation of 2.2 deg between the maximum
and minimum air temperatures at the 30-in. level in the living room
was obtained during a cycle of operation.
The air temperature variations in the center of the living room
were slightly larger than those observed at the thermostat location.
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The maximum temperature variation for any level in the house was
3.6 deg-3 in. from the ceiling in the living room. The living room,
however, had more glass area than the other rooms, and was subject
to larger temperature fluctuations during the "on" and "off" periods.
The occupants found that these variations were not noticeable and
did not affect comfort.
From Fig. 24 it may also be noted that the temperature started
to rise simultaneously with the start of burner and circulator opera-
tion. At the end of the "on" period, slight overruns were experienced
at all levels, with the maximum occurring at the ceiling.
25. Effect of Length of Operating Cycle on Water Temperatures
As shown in Fig. 25, position A of the adjustable differential on
the thermostat gave shorter "off" and "on" periods, and hence more
cycles of burner and circulator operation, for a given indoor-outdoor
temperature difference than position C. It may also be noted that
boiler inlet water temperatures for position A at 36.5 deg outdoor
temperature varied from 110 deg to about 140 deg, a range of 30
deg, whereas water temperatures for position C varied from 102 deg
to 191 deg, a range of 89 deg. These ranges of water temperatures
at the boiler inlet are fairly indicative of changes in water tempera-
tures in the baseboard radiation. Thus, with the shorter cycles of
burner and circulator operation, smaller fluctuations occurred in the
water temperatures for the radiant baseboard, and hence smaller
variations occurred in the indoor air temperatures. (See Section 24.)
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VII. SPECIAL TESTS IN I = B = R RESEARCH HOME
26. General Statement
In all preceding Sections the discussion has been limited to the
results of tests in which the thermostat setting remained the same
both day and night and windows were closed at all times. However,
several series of tests were made in the Research Home during the
1946-47 heating season to determine the effects of reducing the
thermostat setting at night and of various ways of operating bed-
room windows, doors, and radiation at night on comfort and economy.
The general operating conditions for these special tests are given in
Table 5. Except as noted in that Table, bedroom doors were provided
with felt weatherstrip at the bottom to prevent excessive leakage of
air from the cold bedrooms to other sections of the house. In all
tests in which the thermostat setting was reduced at night the changes
in setting were made at 10:00 P.M. and 5:30 A.M. During tests with
bedroom windows open at night one window in each bedroom was
k"
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Fia. 26. SECOND-STORY AIR TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIALS IN I=B=R RESEARCH
HOME, SERIES A-46, B-46, C-46, AND D-46
Thermostat Bedroom Bedroom Bedroom
Series Setting Radiators Doors Windows
Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night
A-46 72 72 On On Open Open Closed C/osed
-- a-- B-46 72 66 On On Open Open Closed Closed
-- *- C-46 72 66 On On Open Closed Closed Open
--- D-46 72 66 On Off Open Closed C/losed Open
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opened 4 in. at the bottom at 10:00 P.M. and closed at 7:00 A.M.
Bedroom doors were always closed while bedroom windows were
open, and in series D-46, E-46, and F-46 the bedroom radiators were
turned off during the interval the bedroom windows were open.
27. Air Temperature Differentials with Reduced Thermostat
Setting and Open Bedroom Windows at Night
The air temperature differentials obtained on the second story of
the Research Home in each of the several series of tests are shown in
Figs. 26 and 27. To find whether the reduction of indoor tempera-
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ture at night and the subsequent morning pickup affected the indoor
air temperature differentials obtained with normal daytime operation,
only the temperatures prevailing during the period over which the
house was maintained at 72 deg were considered as having any sig-
nificance in those series in which the setting of the thermostat was
reduced at night. Hence, for all but series A-46 (Figs. 26 and 27)
the room temperature differentials obtained from the average indoor
Thermostat Bedroom Bedroom Bedroom
Series Setting Radiators Doors Windows
_____ Day NiMht Day Night Day Night Day Night
-- 0-D-46 72 66 On Off Open Closed Closed Open
-- o--E46 72 66 On Off *Open *Closed Closed Open
---*--46 72 7? On Off *Open *Closed Closed Open
No Weatherstrip
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0 0-
*
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FIG. 28. TIME REQUIRED FOR MORNING WARMUP PERIOD, SERIES B-46,
C-46, AND D-46 - I=B=R RESEARCH HOME
temperatures from 11 A.M. to 10 P.M. for a given day were plotted
against the indoor-outdoor temperature differences obtained by sub-
tracting the average temperature at the 30-in. level between the
hours of 11 A.M. and 10 P.M. from the average outdoor tempera-
ture for the 24 hr. It is apparent from Figs. 26 and 27 that during
normal daytime operation, practically the same air temperature dif-
ferentials were obtained in all series. In other words, the air tempera-
ture differentials during the day were not affected by turning off
bedroom radiators, opening bedroom windows, or reducing the ther-
mostat setting at night.
28. Morning Warmup Period
In the preceding Section it was shown that neither reducing the
thermostat setting at night nor opening bedroom windows at night
had any effect on the air temperature differentials during the period of
daytime operation following the warmup period. However, to com-
pletely evaluate comfort when bedroom windows are open at night,
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it is necessary to consider also the time required for the morning
warmup period. For all series except F-46 the morning warmup time
is assumed to be the total length of time the thermostat called for
heat immediately after the change (at approximately 5:30 A.M.)
from night to daytime thermostat setting. For series F-46, in which
the bedroom windows were open at night but the thermostat setting
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was not reduced, the start of the warmup period was taken as the
hour when the bedroom windows were closed, approximately 7 A.M.
The morning warmup time for each series of tests over a range
of outdoor temperatures during the warmup period is shown in
Figs. 28 and 29. At any outdoor temperature of 40 deg or more,
the length of the morning warmup period was about the same for
all series except F-46. However, at outdoor temperatures below 40
deg the curves representing the lengths of the warmup periods for
the different series diverge.
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The warmup times for the various series at an average outdoor
temperature of 10 deg obtained from Figs. 28 and 29 are given in
Table 8. The last column was obtained by adding the warmup time
to the time at which the warmup period was started. It is evident
that when the bedroom windows were open and the bedroom radia-
tors were turned off at night (series D-46) the warmup period was
extremely long, and the house was underheated until about 1 P.M.
On the other hand, when bedroom windows were open at night but
bedroom radiators were not turned off (series C-46), the warmup
period ended at about 10:40 A.M., 2 hr 20 min earlier than in series
D-46. A comparison of series D-46 and series E-46 shows that
weatherstrip on the bottom of the bedroom doors had no appreciable
effect on the length of the warmup period.
TABLE 8
MORNING WARMUP TIMES IN I = B= R RESEARCH HOME AT OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE OF 10 DEG F
Warmup Normal
Series Warmup time period daytime temp.
started restored
B-46 240 min (4.0 hr) 5:30 A.M. 9:30 A.M.
C-46 310 min (5.2 hr) 5:30 A.M. 10:40 A.M.
D-46 450 mmin (7.5 hr) 5:30 A.M. 1:00 P.M.
E-46 470 min (7.8 hr) 5:30 A.M. 1:20 P.M.
F-46 160 min (2.7 hr) 7:00 A.M. 9:40 A.M.
From Table 8 it appears that the warmup periods for all series
in which the thermostat setting was reduced at night were quite
long. As explained earlier, these periods were assumed to consist of
the length of time when the thermostat called for heat after being
returned to daytime setting. Actually - because of the radiant ef-
fect resulting from all radiation operating at maximum temperature,
combined with the slight overrun in ceiling temperature - occu-
pants had the feeling that the house temperature had reached the
normal daytime level as much as 2 hr before the thermostat ceased
to call for heat. Of course, the warmup time for all series would have
been reduced had excess radiator capacity been provided in each room.
The reasons for the very long warmup period required when bed-
room radiators were turned off are better understood after examining
Fig. 30, a graphic log of warmup periods for both series C-46 and
series D-46, and Fig. 31 which shows minimum inside air tempera-
tures obtained with various methods of operation of bedroom win-
dows and radiators. The outdoor air temperature was approximately
the same for the two test days illustrated in Fig. 30. Before the
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start of the warmup period the boiler-water temperature was about
the same in each test; and, of course, the average air temperature
at the 30-in. level in the first-story rooms was approximately the
same, as this temperature was controlled by the thermostat which
was located in the living room. The average air temperature 30 in.
above the floor in the bedrooms at the start of the warmup period
was about 59 deg when the bedroom radiators were not turned off
(series C-46) and only 53 deg when the bedroom radiators were
turned off (series D-46).
At about 5 A.M. the thermostat was automatically changed to
the daytime setting of 72 deg. This started both the burner and
the circulator. Within 30 min the temperature of the air on both first
and second stories began to increase in series C-46. In series D-46
the air temperature in first-story rooms started to increase 30 min
after the start of the warmup period, but the temperature of the
second-story rooms continued to drop until the bedroom windows
were closed and bedroom radiators turned on at about 7 A.M. By
this time the average air temperature 30 in. above the floor in the
bedrooms was only 49 deg, whereas in series C-46 the temperature
was 61 deg at this time.
At the same time the first-story air temperature was about 68
deg in both series. When the windows were closed, bedroom doors
opened, and radiators turned on at 7:30 A.M. (series D-46), the
cold air from the bedrooms flowed down the stairway into the first-
story rooms and caused a reduction of a little more than 1 deg in
the first-story air temperature. Simultaneously the cold water from
the bedroom radiators and risers was returned to the boiler, thus
lowering the average temperature of the water in the heating system.
Neither this reduction in first-story air temperature nor the drop in
boiler-water temperature was present in series C-46.
From the foregoing it is evident that when the bedroom windows
were opened at night and the bedroom radiators left on (series C-46),
the bedrooms did not cool off as much as when the bedroom windows
were open and the bedroom radiators were turned off at night (series
D-46). Furthermore, in series C-46 the air temperature in both
first- and second-story rooms started to increase as soon as the
thermostat setting was restored to the normal daytime setting at
about 5:30 A.M., whereas in series D-46 the air temperature in the
bedrooms continued to drop until the time the bedroom windows
were closed. In effect, then, for indoor air temperatures the warmup
period did not begin in series D-46 until about 7 A.M. These factors
all contributed to making the warmup periods longer in series D-46
than in series C-46.
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29. Daily Fuel Consumption When Operating with Reduced
Thermostat Setting and Open Bedroom
Windows at Night
How the different methods of operating the bedroom windows
and radiators affected daily fuel consumption is shown in Fig. 32.
For purposes of comparison the curve representing the daily fuel
consumption obtained with closed bedroom windows and without
reducing the thermostat setting at night (series A-46) is reproduced
in Fig. 32 from Fig. 16. The curve representing the fuel consumption
for series B-46 lies approximately 5 percent below the curve repre-
senting the daily fuel consumption for series A-46; the fuel consump-
tion curves of series A-46, C-46, and D-46 coincide with one another.
In other words, reducing the thermostat setting at night but leaving
all windows closed resulted in a daily fuel savings of approximately
5 percent as compared to operating with no reduction in thermo-
stat setting.
The daily consumption obtained when bedroom windows were
opened and the thermostat setting was reduced at night was the
same as that obtained when the windows were left closed and the
entire house was maintained at 72 deg at all times. Furthermore, it
seemed to make no difference in fuel consumption whether the bed-
room radiators were turned off at night or not. Whatever was gained
during the night by turning the bedroom radiators off was lost during
the longer warmup period in the morning.
30. Effect of Weatherstrip at Bottom of Bedroom Doors on Room
Air Temperature and Daily Fuel Consumption
When Operating with Open Bedroom Windows
The preceding discussion of operation with open bedroom win-
dows at night has referred to cases where the bottom edge of the
bedroom door was provided with weatherstrip. As a rule these doors
are not weatherstripped, and are normally fitted with about 4-in.
clearance between the bottom of the door and the floor.
To determine how leakage of air through this crack might affect
room air temperatures and fuel consumption, series E-46 was run.
It differed from series D-46 only in that in series E-46 the weather-
strip was removed from the bedroom doors.
It has been noted (Fig. 27 and Section 27) that omitting the
weatherstrip on the bedroom doors did not appreciably affect the
second-story air temperature differentials for normal daytime opera-
tion. Figure 29 indicates that the length of the warmup period in
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series E-46 was also essentially the same as in series D-46. The
minimum second-story air temperatures, as shown in Fig. 31, may
have been somewhat lower in series E-46 than in D-46 for very cold
outdoor temperatures, but otherwise they were the same or even
somewhat higher. However, the daily fuel consumption (Fig. 33)
for series E-46 was definitely higher than for series D-46 at all in-
door-outdoor temperature differences over 20 deg. This increase in
daily fuel consumption was caused by cold air from the bedrooms
flowing through the cracks under the bedroom doors and on down
the stairway into the living room, thus cooling the living room more
rapidly at night and thereby increasing the heat requirements of the
house throughout the night-time period. From these tests it appears
that if bedroom windows are to be opened at night not only should
the bedroom doors be closed during the time the windows are open
but, in the interests of economy, the bedroom doors should be
weatherstripped or other suitable provision should be made to pre-
vent the leakage of cold air from the bedrooms into the other rooms
of the house.
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